In this paper, according to a thoughtful study of electromagnetism-like mechanism algorithm, proposing a method of parameters optimization for PID controller based on the improved electromagnetism-like mechanism algorithm. Aiming at these problems that the initial population in the original algorithm is not uniform, the local search efficiency is low, and the resultant force calculation is complex. The algorithm is improved, and it has advantages with fast searching speed and simple principles, which can effectively improve the stability of the control system. Finally, through the simulation of the main steam temperature control system, which is a typical large inertia and large delay thermal object. The PID controller is difficult to meet the performance requirements of the object, the simulation testifies the feasibility and reliability of the algorithm and prominently improves the controlling quality.
Introduction
The electromagnetism-like mechanism (EM) [1] is a new population-based optimization algorithm, which is proposed by Birbil and Fang. They were inspired by the attraction and repulsion of charged particles in the electromagnetic field. We regard particles as electrons because they posses charge in the algorithm. And function value corresponding is is equal to the charge on particles. Then calculating and analyzing the forces between charged particles according to the Coulomb's law. Finally, calculating space-charge forces for each particle. The direction in which the particles move depends upon the direction of space-charge forces. By simulating iteration operation, it discovers that EM can surely and rapidly get global optimum solution and greatly improve convergence rate.
The Electromagnetism-Like Mechanism Algorithm

Introduction of electromagnetic field theory
In 1785, French physicist Coulomb established the famous Coulomb's law [2] through a series of experiments. The main contents include: two static point charges existed in a vacuum, the electrostatic interaction between charged particles is proportional to the product of these two magnitude of charges, and it is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. The direction of the force along the line between them, and like charges repel each other, unlike charges attract each other. 
Optimization analysis of electromagnetism-like mechanism algorithm
The basic idea of the electromagnetism-like mechanism algorithm is to generate a set of initial solutions in the range of feasible region, and then imitate the attraction and repulsion between the particles in the electromagnetic field. Each particle is considered as a point charge. The magnitude of the charge on each particle is directly related to the function value of the objective function to be optimized. Meanwhile, it also determines the magnitude of the force from one point charge to the other point charges in the whole electronic group. In other words, the smaller the value of the objective function, the greater the attractiveness of the charge. EM algorithm determines the moving direction of the particle by calculating resultant force that the other particles apply to the current particle. Finally, the updating rules of the algorithm are proposed to produce the next generation of electrons. Repeating the above iterative process, until all the particles converge to a small neighborhood, after meeting the artificial termination conditions, the optimal solution of the optimization problem is obtained. The flow chart of the EM algorithm is shown in Fig.2 beginning Initialize the particle of the electron swarm, and calculate the current optimal particle
Local search for the current particle to update the current particle
Calculation of the amount of charge and the interaction force between particles
Moving particles according to the resultant force direction of the particle and find out the updated optimal particle Un , m is the number of experiments, s is the number of factors, n is each level of the number of factors. In this paper, we make m=n. In practical application, When m is an even number, Uniformity of the uniform design table produced by GLP [4] is poor. So, removing the last line of the uniform design In this paper, we use stochastic method and uniform design method to generate 100 points in two-dimensional space, they are shown in Fig.3 ( 2) The moving step adds correction factor In the classical algorithm, the moving step of the electron does not take into account the influence of the electronic sub evolutionary algebra on the moving range. Aiming at this problem, this paper proposes the method of using an adaptive mobile operator [4] to control the step size. And an adaptive function is added as follows. iter Maxiter    (5) Maxiter is the maximum number of iterations, iter is the current iteration number, the update rule for the electron: 
 
indicates that the feasible step for moving the upper boundary and the lower boundary.
Improved Electromagnetism-Like Mechanism Algorithm to Optimize PID Parameters of Main Steam System
Dynamic characteristics analysis of main steam system
Dynamic characteristics of the main steam temperature is closely related to the running conditions in the whole units. When the load changes, characteristics of unit also changed significantly, the main parameters influenced: main steam flow and main steam pressure and main steam temperature. Among them, the influence of main steam flow (load) is most obvious, mainly reflected in the time constant of inert and guide the static gain changes. At present the main steam temperature control scheme is often used as shown in Fig.4 A 300MW thermal power unit 60% load, the main steam temperature on the dynamic characteristics of water jet disturbance as shown in the formula (7) 
3.2 PID parameter optimization and system simulation based on improved EM algorithm PID controller [6] is still the main controller of the industrial field. It's typical transfer function is shown in the formula (8):
PID parameters tuning, that is to use a specific mathematical algorithm to optimize the parameters of the PID formula. But its essence is the process of parameter optimization based on a certain objective function. The objective function is the fitness function. The objective function is generally based on the error integral formula [5] . In general, under the unit step disturbance, integral value of a function, which is related to () 
We regard the 60% load as the optimization point, Using improved EM algorithm to optimize the parameters ( 12 , 1, , 2
ii TT  ) of PI controllers in inner and outer loop, electron swarm NUMBER_POP=100, in this paper, the maximum number of iterations MaxIter=100,Local maximum number of iterations MaxlocalIter=20. The interval of the four parameters to be optimized is :Upper=[2,300,1 100],Lower= [1,180, When the load of the unit increases, regarding the 75% load as the optimization point, the dynamic characteristic of the main steam temperature control system is shown in the formula (10) When the load of the unit decreases, regarding the 45% load as the optimization point, the dynamic characteristic of the main steam temperature control system is shown in the formula (11) [7] : 1 6 0. The simulating results show that PID parameters tuning is performed based on the improved electromagnetism-like mechanism optimization algorithm can achieve the best control state in the main steam temperature cascade control system. When the load increases and decreases, the system unit step responses indicate that the system has strong robustness.
Summary
In this paper, the simulating results have shown good control performance, it is demonstrated by digital simulation that the method makes the extra-regulation more small, the regulation time more short, and the robustness better for the temperature control plant.
The EM algorithm is a new global optimization algorithm and it is of significance to study the EM algorithm, not only for the global optimization problems with newer and more effective methods, in a certain extent, it promotes the development of science. Next, the EM algorithm will be applied to the problem of online setting PID parameters and the algorithm will be applied to other areas that is the objective of our further research in this field. 
